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Systems of the type {A, KJ, 2iK*, I} are studied where J = J* is unitary 
and KJK* = Im A. A complete realization theory as well as state space iso- 
morphism theorem are given. Coupling problems are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been a great deal of interest in state space theory for infinite 
dimensional systems during the past ten years. A large part of the work in this 
area was generated by the observation by a number of researchers that there is a 
strong connection between existing operator theories and systems theory. The 
most popular theory in this respect was the Sz-Nagy Foias theory of contractions 
[15]. This theory played an important role in the work of Fuhrmann [7, 8, 91, 
Helton [l 1, 121, Levan [13], Hedberg [lo]. One of the main reasons for the 
importance of this theory is the Sz-Nagy Foias restricted shift model [15] for 
contractions and the shift realization for infinite dimensional linear systems 
[I, 71. 
The theory of shift realizations while being fairly complete and generalizing 
most important results of finite dimensional systems, must however, due to its 
wide scope, generalize these results in a weak sense. Controllability is replaced 
by exact controllability [S], similarity by quasi-similarity [9]. 
By contrast a class of infinite dimensional systems for which strong generaliza- 
tions of the finite dimensional results are complete are the normal symmetric 
systems of the form {A, B, B*} where A is normal. These were studied by 
Bracket and Fuhrmann in [2]. Fuhrmann has mentioned (orally) that the reason 
that strong generalizations are possible in this case is due to the fact that there 
is symmetry between the input and output operators. 
Here a fairly complete strong infinite dimensional theory is given. This is done 
by noting the connection between systems theory and the Brodskii-Livsic 
theory of operator nodes presented in the monograph [3]. In fact there are very 
few (if any) new mathematical ideas presented here. This is mainly a representa- 
tion of the results given in [3] from a systems theory point of view. To some 
extent this was already done by Livsic in his monograph [14]. However, he 
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mainly concentrates on the finite dimensional case and the direction presented 
there seems obscure from a modern systems theory point of view. 
We will begin by defining a class 52 of operator valued transfer functions. We 
will then give a class of systems whose transfer functions belong to Sz. Control- 
lability and observability will be discussed and this is where the symmetry of 
the systems will play an important role. A complete realization theorem, as well 
as a strong state space isomorphism theorem will be given. We will consider 
system decomposition and parallel coupling problems which arise in a natural 
way from the transfer function structure. We will also consider a special case 
of the theory which is of particular physical importance. 
2. A CLASS OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
Let U be a complex Hilbert space and J a self-adjoint unitary operator on U 
(J = J*, Jz = I). Let W(h) b e an analytic operator valued function on a domain 
G, containing the point at infinity whose values are bounded operators on U. 
DEFINITION 2.1. W(h) E s2, if: 
(i> lh+, /I W(h) - 111 = 0 (I the identity on U), 
(ii) for all h E G, , W(h) + I is invertible and the operator function 
V(A) = i( W(h) + I)-1( W(h) - I) J (i.e. the bilinear transformation) is analytically 
continuable into a region G consisting of the extended complex plane with the 
exception of some bounded set of real numbers with the properties that 
(a) w - V”(4 > 0 
2i , 
for Im h > 0 
(b) V(A) = V*(h) forImh=O, XEG. 
2.2 EXAMPLES. (a) Let/\,ECwithImA,#O, U=Cand J-l.Then 
W(h) = (A - X,)/(X - A,) E Q, . 
(b) U = C”, J = (; -3. 
Let u be a positive real constant and Im X, = 0. Then I&‘(/\) = 
exp(2iu/(h - A,))(-: -:) is in s2,. 
(c) Let U and J be as in (b), a(t) a non-decreasing function on [a, b] and 
p(h) = Ji du(t)/(t - X), h $ [a, b]. Then 
In the next section a fairly general class of linear systems will be given whose 
transfer functions will be in Q, for an appropriate J. 
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3. STATE SPACE REPRESENTATIONS 
We begin with standard terminology. A linear system will be a set {A, B, C, D} 
of four operators and three complex Hilbert spaces 2, U, jr. A E g’(Z) is the 
state operator, B E g( U, &) the input operator, C E g(Z, V) the output 
operator, and D E 9Y( U, V). This set (A, B, C, D} is taken to represent a set of 
dynamical systems in discrete time: 
X n+l = Ax, + Bu, 
yn = Cx, $ Du, . 
We will assume all operators are bounded which is the standard assumption in 
the discrete time case. There is a standard technique by means of the Cayley 
transform to relate discrete and continuous systems given in ([q, [lo]). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Assume U = V and that J is a self-adjoint unitary 
operator on U. The system (A, B, C, D} is symmetric if B = K], C = 2iK*, 
D = I, and KJK* = Im A. 
Remarks. (1) The factor 2i in C and the operator D do not really play a 
significant role in the theory. They appear mainly mainly for technical reasons 
and to make obvious the connection between symmetric systems and “operator 
nodes” defined in ([3]). However, the property KJK* = Im A is of great 
significance. 
(2) The case J = I is of importance. If we add the assumption that A is 
normal, then we obtain a normal symmetric system ([2]). 
THEOREM 3.2. Given a symmetric system {A, K], 2iK*, I> with transfer 
function W(X) = 2iK*(XI - A)-lKJ + I. Then W(h) E Q, . 
Proof. Since W(X) is analytic on the resolvent set of the bounded operator A, 
it is clear that the domain of analyticity of W(h) contains a neighborhood of 
infinity and that 
p-2 11 w(x) - I // = !+I 11 2iK*()il- A)-1 KJ 11 = 0. 
Thus we must check property (ii). Let A, and A, denote Re A and Im A 
respectively. Then for h E p(A) n p(AR), 
(A, - AI)-1 - (A - MI)-1 = (A - hl)-l[(A - M) - (A, - U)](AR - U)-l 
= (A - Xr)-l[iA,](AR - M)-l = i(A - U)-lKJK*(AR - hl)-l. 
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Thus 
K*(& - AZ)-1 K - K*(A - AZ)-1 K = iK*(A - AZ)-1 KJK*(A, - AZ)-’ K 
= (““1-3 K*(A, - AZ)-1 K. 
Rewritting this we obtain 
K*(& - W-l K + ; (I - W(h) J) = + (I - W(h)) K*(AR - AZ)-1 K. 
Simplifying we obtain 
(W(A) + Z)(I - iK*(hz - A,)-1KJ = 21. 
In the same way if we begin with 
(A - AI)-1 - (A, - AZ)-1 = i(A, - XI)-1 &(A - AI)-1 
we obtain the equation 
(I - x*@z - A,)-‘KJ)(W(A) + I) = 21. 
Thus Z + W(h) is invertible with inverse $-(I - iK*(AZ - A,)-‘KJ). 
We now compute i( W(A) + I)-‘( W(X) - 1)J. 
qqfy + I)-l (W(X) - I> J 
Then V(h) = K*(A, - AZ)-lK and since A, is a self-adjoint operator, V(X) 
satisfies properties (a) and (b) of definition 2.1. This completes the proof. 
The natural question to ask is whether every W(h) E in, has a symmetric 
realization. This is the realization problem for functions of class Sz, and a positive 
answer will be given. First we will discuss controllability. 
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4. CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY 
Consider the system {A, B, C, D} and for a family of linear manifolds (Aa} 
in Z, let V &2U denote the closed linear span of the manifolds .&. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The system {A, B, C, D} is controZZubZe if V~sP=,AnBU = S 
and observable if the adjoint system {rZ*, C*, B*, D*} is controllable. It will be 
canonical if it is both. 
In this section we consider controllability properties for symmetric systems. 
If Y is a symmetric system {A, KJ, 2X*, I}, then J@~ = Vz=,, A*KJU = 
Vz’, AnKU C &? is the controllability space for 9’ and 9 is controllable if 
and only if J#~ = X. 
THEOREM 4.2. &Ic is a reducing subspace for A (i.e. &It is invariant under 
A and A*). 
Proof. Clearly J+!~ is an invariant subspace for A. Since K]K* = A,, we 
have 9(A,) C.%!(K). This implies that Vfo AnA& C VT=,, A”KU. Taking 
orthogonal compliments we obtain ~2~’ C ( Vnmo AsA++‘)” = z. . Since 
Vz=,, AnA,# is invariant under A, X0 is invariant under A*. But the range of A, 
lies in HO’- and A, is a self-adjoint operator. This implies that A, 1 Ho = 0; i.e. 
Ah = A*h for h E HO . Thus HO reduces A and A 1 #a is self-adjoint. Since 
JCL C X0 is invariant under A* 1 X0 = A / 3cp, Jkd,l reduces A. Thus so does 
MC and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.3. The symmetric system Y = {A, K], 2iK*, I> is controllable 
if and only if it is observable. 
Proof. Suppose Y is controllable and consider 9’” = {A*, -2iK, JK*, I). 
It has controllability subspace ..Mz = Vfo A*“KU. Since JV~ = Vzso A”KU 
is invariant under A*, &g C J& . Also Mf is invariant under A which implies 
JG?~ = .Ht. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.3 will allow us to decompose a symmetric system 9’ into a con- 
trollable and uncontrollable part. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 9 be a symmetric system and A! an invariant s&pace of A 
such that d _L g(K). Then 4 J- &&. 
Proof. I f  h E A! then (h, A*nKu) = (A”h, Ku) = 0 for all u E u. Thus 
hJ-&$ =u&. 
This simple lemma leads to a necessary and sufficient condition for control- 
lability of Y. 
THEOREM 4.5. 9’ is uncontrollable if and only if there exists a non-trivial 
invariant subspace & of A which is orthogonal to W(K). 
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Proof. If there exists such a subspace J&’ then .&’ C J&?~~ f (0). If 9 is 
uncontrollable then AC’ is such a subspace. 
THEOREM 4.6 (Decomposition Theorem). Any symmetric system can be 
decomposed into controllable and zero input symmetric systems. 
Proof. Given Y = (A, KJ, 2iK*, I}. 
Let ,yE = (A, , KJ, 2iK*, I: where -4, = A / J&, and 9, = {A2 , 0, 0, Z} 
where A, = A / AC”. 
5. THE REALIZATION THEOREM 
Given a Hilbert space U and a self-adjoint unitary operator J on U. Let W(h) 
be an analytic operator function belonging to 0, with values in U. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a canonical symmetric system Y = {A, K J, 2iK*, I} 
such that W(h) = I + 2iK*(I - A)-lKJ in some neighborhood of infinity. 
Proof. By Theorem A.l, applied to V(h), ( see appendix) there exists a non- 
negative nondecreasing function F(t) such that 
and we can assume that F(a) = 0. Thus by Theorem A.2, there exists a Hilbert 
space X and an operator K: U -+ X such that 
F(t) = K*E(t)K, t E [a, bl 
where E(t) is an orthogonal resolution of the identity in 2. Now let 
*q = tdE(t) + iKJK* 
and Y = {A, KJ, 2iK*, I}. 
Since Im A = KJK* we see that Y is a symmetric system. We show that the 
transfer function for .Y is W(A). Note that V(‘(h) = K* $ [dE(t)/(t - /\)]K 
which by the spectral theorem is K*(A, - )\I)-lK. 
Since ?V(h) E QJ , by property (ii) of definition 2.1 
V(A) = i(W(h) + I)-l(W(A) - I) J = i(W(h) - I)(W(h) + 1)-l J. 
Multiplying both sides by (W(A) + I) on the left and J on the right and sim- 
plifying we obtain 
(W(h) + Z)(I + iv(X) J) = 21. 
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In the same way 
(I + iqvJ)(W(~) + I) = 2-T. 
Thus at each point h E G, , 
I + WqJ 
has a bounded inverse and 
W(X) = (I + iV(h)J)-l(I - iV(X)J). 
To complete the proof we return to the computation done in Theorem 3.2. 
If W,(X) is the transfer function of Y, by reversing the order of the com- 
putation done there with V(A) = K*(A, - h1)-lK we obtain 
This implies that in a neighborhood of infinity WY(X) = W(X) and the proof 
is complete. 
To obtain a canonical system we use Theorem 4.6. 
We can use this realization theorem to obtain some symmetricity properties 
of the functions in s2, . 
LEMMA 5.2. Let W(h) be the transfer function of the system Y = {A, KJ, 
2X*, I}. Then 
W(X)JW*(p) - J = 2i(F - h)K*(/\I - A)-l(,Z - A*)-lK 
for A, CL E p(A). 
Proof. This is just a computation 
(A - M-l - (A* - ,zl)-’ = (A - XI)-l[(A* - ,d) - (A - XI)](A* - jd)-l 
= (A - ,%)(A - U)-l(A* - ,d)-l - 2i(A - AI)-lKJK*(A* - ,Z)-l 
= (A - fi)(hI - A)-~(,GI - A*)-l - 2i(xI - A)-lKJK*(iZ - A*)-1. 
Then 
W(h)JW*(p) - J = [I + 2X*(X1 - A)-lKj]J[I - 2ijK*(,Z - A*)-1K] - 
= 2iK*(hI - A)-lK - 2iK*(jd - A*)-1K 
- (2i)2K*(hl - A)-lKJK*($ - A*)-lK 
= 2iK*{[(xI - A)-l - (,%I - A*)-11 
- 2i(/v - A)-lKjK*@I - A *)-l}K 
= 2@ - h)K*(AI - A)-l(,Z - A*)-1K. 
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COROLLARY 5.3. (i) Zf A, x E p(A) then W(X)jW*(x) = J. 
(ii) For all A E p(A), 
W(X)JW*(X) - J = 4 Im xK*(AZ - A-r(XZ - .I*)-lK 
and thus 
W(h)JW*(A) - J > 0 for Im h : 0, h E p(A) 
W(A)JW*(A) - J < 0 for Im h C 0, h E p(A). 
Of particular interest is the case J = Z which will be discussed in detail in 
section 8. 
6. ISOMORPHISMS 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let $ = {A, , K,J, 2iKt, Z}, -9’ = {A, , Kz J, 2iK,*, Z} be 
symmetric systems with transfer function WI , W, E Q, and state spaces Pr and 
,X2 respectively. yI is isomorphic to 9s if there exists a unitary operator U: 
HI -+ #a such that UA, = A,U and UK, = Kz . 
Remurk 6.2. Suppose 9’ is a controllable (and thus canonical) system and U 
is a unitary operator such that UA = AU and UK = K. Then UAnKg = AnKg 
for allgc U and n = 0, I,... . Since Vrzp=, A”KU = &F, it follows that U = I. 
Thus, if Y; and 9$ are isomorphic, the isomorphism is uniquely defined. 
THEOREM 6.3 (State Space Isomorphism Theorem). Suppose Y; and -sP, are 
canonical systems with transfer functions WI and W, respectively. If in some 
neighborhood G of inJinity, W,(h) = W,(h), then Y; and Sp, are isomorphic. 
Proof. By hypothesis there exists a neighborhood G of infinity such that 
KT(hZ - A,)-’ Kl = K;(/v - A,)-’ K, , h E G. 
Now 
(AZ - A,)-’ - (FZ - A:)-’ 
= (PI- -49-l [(PI - A;) - (XI - Ai)] (hl - A,)-’ 
= (jiZ - AT)-l [(,E - h) Z + 2iAir] (XI - A<)-’ 
= (p _ A) (~1 - A,*)-l (XI - A,)-* + 2i(GZ - Af)--l K, JK:(hZ - -Ji)-l. 
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Thus 
(/Ii - A) K,*(/ciI - Ay (Al - A,)-1 Kl 
= K,*[(hl - A,)-1 - (/%I - A$l] Kl 
- 2iKT(fzI - A;)-1 KJK,*(hl - A,)-1 Kl 
= K,*[(AI - AJl - (/%I - Ay] K2 
- 2iK&x - A,*)-1 K,JK,*(Al - A,)-1 K, 
= (ii - A) K,*(,X - A,*)-l (Al - A,)-’ Kz . 
Thus for X, p E G, 
K&I - Ay (AI - A,)-1 Kl = K,*($ - A,*)-1 (XI - A,) -‘Kz . 
Now for 1 X 1 > /I A, /I, (XI - A&l has a power series expansion 
(&A&l=f+$+$+ . . . . 
Using the fact that 
((AI - Al)-lKlg, (pI - Al)-lKlg’) = ((XI - A,)-lK,g, (Y - A,)-lK,g’) 
for g, g’ E U and equating power series term by term we obtain that 
for all g, g’ E U and all m, 71. 
Now we use the controllability hypothesis. Noting that s’& = V {A,“Kig: 
m = 0,l ,...,g E U>, define U: HI - X2 by 
UAl”Klg = AznK,g. 
Then U is clearly isometric. Also UAlnKl = A,nK, implies UK, = K, and 
UAIAlnKl = A,A,“K, = A,UA,“K, implies UA, = A,U. This completes 
the proof. 
7. SERIES COUPLING OF SYSTEMS 
Let 9; = {A, , KJ, 2iKt, I}, 9s = {A,, KJ, 2iKff, I} be symmetric systems 
with the same input-output space and state spaces Xl and .%s respectively. 
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DEFINITION 7.1. The series connection of S, and S, is the system .‘I’ -_ 
{,4, KJ, 2iK*, Zj with state space % = xi @ z1 and 
A = 
i 
A, 2iK, JKZ 
0 -4, i 
Remark. The definition given here is essentially the same as the one given 
in K41). 
PROPOSITION 7.2. The series connection .Y of Yl and Yz is a symmetric system. 
Proof. What must be shown is that KJIV* = il, . This is just a direct 
computation and is left to the reader. 
It is easily checked that series coupling is associative and that the adjoint of 
the series connection of Yi and ,Yz is the series connection of the adjoint systems 
in reverse order. 
We will concern ourselves with two problems. Suppose Y is the series con- 
nection of Yi and .Yz . 
(1) If  Y is controllable are Yi and ,U; ? 
(2) If  .U; and Ye are controllable, is S ? 
We will see that the answer to (1) is positive and that in general (as in the 
finite dimensional case) the answer to (2) is negative. 
THEOREM 7.3. Given 
Yl = (A, , Kl J, 2iK;C, I; 
Fz = {A, , K, J, 2iK,*, I) 
and suppose Y is the series connection of Y; and Y? . Zf Y is controllable, so are 
Y; and YS . 
Proof. Let JYic , &‘..~ and J&?~ be the controllability subspaces of Y; , 9a and 
9’ respectively. By Theorem 4.5 it suffices to show that -W& = c&CL n s$, 
i= 1,2.Sinceon#i@Xa, 
-4, 2iK, JK,*Pz 
d’(o A, I7 
it is obvious that J&Y+, which is invariant under A, is also invariant under A, 
Also as seen in Theorem 4.5, J&‘:~ is orthogonal to W(K,). Since g(K,) C X2 , 
it follows that J&!‘& is orthogonal to W(K). Thus, by Lemma 4.4, A:, C 
JY~’ n X1 . Also, the subspace AC’ n Xi is invariant under A and orthogonal 
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to B!(K). Thus by the same lemma applied to Ai, we get J&’ n Xl C .A’&. 
The case i = 2 is obtained by taking adjoints. This completes the proof. 
Another (obvious) property that is preserved by series connection is equiv- 
alence. The proof of this is a straightforward computation. 
THEOREM 7.4. Suppose 9’ is the series connection of Y; and Yz and Y’ is the 
series connection of Y3 and Ya . If Y; is equivalent to Sp, and YS is equivalent to Yd , 
then 9’ is equivalent to 9”. 
To consider the second problem we must look at transfer functions. 
Suppose Y is the series connection of Y; and Ya . The transfer functions of 
9, Yr and 5f?Z will be denoted by W, W, , and W, . 
THEOREM 7.5. If X E p(A,) n p(AJ, then W(X) = WI(X) W,(X). 
Proof Let Pi be the projection of Hr @ Pa on Zi, i = 1,2. Then 
W(h) = I + 2iK*(AZ - A)-l KJ 
= I + 2iK*[(/v - A&l PI + (AI - A&l Pz 
+ 2i(XI - A,)-l KJKf(XI - AJ1 P,] KJ. 
(It is easily verified that the term in the bracket is in fact that inverse of (XI - A).) 
W(h) = I + ZiKF(hT - A,)-’ P,KJ + 2iK,*(hl- A,)-l PzKJ 
+ (2i)’ K:(AI - A;l) KJK,*(hl - A,)-’ PzKJ 
= (I + ZiKT(U - A,) K,J) (I + 2iK,*(XI - A,) KJ) = W,(h) W,(h). 
This theorem combined with the realization theorem gives an interesting 
property of Q, . 
COROLLARY 7.6. QJ is closed under products. 
Proof. Suppose W, , W, E SJ, and let Y; and YZ be their realizations. Then 
on a neighborhood of infinity the series connection Y of 9r and 9, has transfer 
function W,W, . This implies (by Theorem 3.2) that W = W,W, E 9, . 
We now turn to (2). 
THEOREM 7.7. Let Y be the series connection of Y; and Yz with transfer 
functions WI and W, respectively. Let A? denote the controllability subspace of 9’. 
Then #’ = 3 if and only if HI C S’. 
Proof. If &” = 8 = sl @ Y&s clearly sr C Z. Now suppose Xl C G%? 
and let Y’ be the controllable part of Y (Theorem 4.6). Since 9” reduces A 
and Hr C 2’ is an invariant subspace of A, it follows that Z1 is invariant under 
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A I&“, the state operator in 9’. If PI is the projection of 2 on s1 , tir C &@’ 
implies PI&” = Z. It is easily seen that the system {P,(A 1 H’), P,KJ, 2iP,K*, I} 
is just Yr, If Pis the projection of % on fl, then {(P - P,)(A / Z’), (P - P,)KJ, 
2i(P - P,)K*, I} = 9; has the property that 9” is the series connection of 
Yi and 9; . Also, by Theorem 6.4, .Yi is canonical, since Y’ is. 
Now the transfer function of Y’ is just W (Theorem 4.6) and corresponding 
to the series connection we have W = W, W,l where Wi is the transfer function 
of 9;. 
Noting that W = W,W, and that by Corollary 5.3 WI is invertible in a 
neighborhood of infinity (inverse Jc(x)J), we have that W, = Wi . By the 
state space isomorphism theorem (Theorem 6.3) $, and 9; are isomorphic. 
But this is possible only if P = I (Remark 6.2) and thus Y = 9’. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
8. DISSIPATIVE SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS 
DEFINITION 8.1. The system {A, KJ, 2iK*, I} is dissipative if / = I. 
The use of the term “dissipative” is justified by the following observation. 
Since KJK* = A,, it follows that in our case A, = KK*. Thus 
(A,h, h) = (KK*h, h) = 11 K*h II2 3 0. 
Therefore the state operator A is dissipative. 
The following result is classical. 
THEOREM 8.2. The spectrum of a dissipative operator lies in the closed upper 
half-plane. 
Proof. Suppose h = CT + ip, p < 0, and 11 h I/ = 1. Then 
ll(A - Al)h II2 = ll(A - al)h II2 - 2p(A,h, h) + p2 3 p2 
ll(A* - ti)h /I2 = Il(A* - ul)h II2 - 2p(A,h, h) + p2 3 p2. 
Thus 
,$Ll lItA - W h II > 0, ,j$ II@* - u) h II > 0 
and A - XI is invertible. 
For a dissipative system there is a simple direct way to check controllability. 
LEMMA 8.3. If  9’ is a dissipative symmetric system then d(K) = Sf(A,). 
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Proof. If h IL%(&), then 
I] K”h 112 = (KK*h, h) = (A,h, h) = 0. 
Thus h E N(K*) (the null space of K*) and h is orthogonal to 9!(K). Thus -- - 
9(K) C W(A,). Th e inclusion in the opposite direction follows from KK* = A, . 
THEOREM 8.4. 9 is controllable if and only if VzzO AnA,X = .%. 
An operator for which Vz=,, A-A,2 = Y is called completely non-self- 
adjoint. Thus Theorem 7.4 says that 9’ is controllable if and only if A is com- 
pletely non-self-adjoint. 
It follows from Theorem 8.2 that if W is the transfer function of a dissipative 
symmetric system then W is holomorphic in a region Gw obtained by deleting 
from the extended complex plane some bounded set lying in the closed upper 
half-plane. Also, by Corollary 5.3 we have 
(i) iii 11 W(h) - Ilj = 0 
(ii) W*(h) W(h) - I < 0 ImX<O 
(iii) W*(h) W(h) - I = 0 Im h = 0, h E Gw . 
Thus combining the realization theorem with Theorem A.3 we obtain the 
following. 
THEOREM 8.5. rf an operator function W(X) is holomorphic in a region G, 
obtained by deleting from the extended complex plane some bounded set lying in the 
closed upper half-plane and satisfies (i)-(iii) above, then W has a dissipative sym- 
metric realization. 
The converse is obvious. 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
We have attempted to give a systematic presentation of a theory of a class 
of systems that can be derived from the Brodskii theory of operator nodes, 
described in (31. We have presented no physical examples. The reason for this is 
that the monograph [14] which has an abundance of finite and infinite dimen- 
sional examples has its mathematical basis in the ideas described here. We hope 
that this paper will make the monograph readiIy accessible to western systems 
theorists. 
Although the theory presented here is quite complete we would like to 
mention two problems, one of which has been considered and another which 
has not been mentioned at all in this paper. 
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(1) The conditions given in [4, 91 for the series connection of canonical 
systems to be canonical are in terms of prime factorizations of the transfer 
functions. Is it possible to give such criteria for symmetric systems? 
(2) The spectral minimality problem has not been considered here. It 
is easily observed that for the transfer function W of a linear system the set of 
points where Wis non-analytic is a subset of the spectrum of the state operator A. 
A realization is called spectrally minimal if these two sets correspond. This 
property which always holds for finite dimensional canonical systems was 
introduced in the infinite dimensional case in [I], and was studied in [5, 21. It 
would be of interest to study this problem for symmetric systems. Since, in 
general, in symmetric systems, no restrictions are put on the state operator but 
only on the relations of input and output operators to the state, it is hard to 
believe that the spectral minimality property will hold for all symmetric systems. 
APPENDIX 
Here we bring a number of general operator theoretic results that have been 
used in the rest of the paper. Proofs can be found in 131. 
THEOREM A. 1. For the function V(h) whose values are bounded linear operators 
operating in a separable Hilbert space U, to have the representation 
outside of the real axis where F(s) is a nonnegative decreasing operator-function on 
[a, 61, it is necessary and su..cient that V(A) have the following properties: 
(1) it is analytic outside of [a, b] 
(2) V(a3) = 0 
(3) in the upper half plane it has a non-negative imaginary component 
(4) it has self&joint values on the intervals (-co, a) and (b, +co) of the 
real axis. 
Proof. [3, p. 271. 
THEOREM A.2 (Generalized Naimark Theorem). Suppose that F(x) is a 
nondecreasing function on [u, b] whose values are bounded linear operators, operating 
in a Hilbert space S. If F(u) = 0 then there exists a Hilbert space .& , a bounded 
linear mapping R of &’ into tiF, and un orthogonal resolution of the identity E(x) 
on [a, b] in A$ such that: 
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(1) F(x) = R*E(x)R 071 [a, b] 
(2) (Jqqy? f E 2, a G x ,< 4 = 6 
(3) ifF(x) is strongzy continuous on the left (right) at x0 then so is E(x). 
(4) If w%) = m2) on. PI > 2 x ] C [a, b] then E(x,) = E(x,) on that interval. 
THEOREM A.3. Let J be a self-&joint unitary operator on U. Suppose W(X) 
is a 93(U) valued function, holomorphic in a region G, obtained by removing from 
the extended complex plane some bounded set from the closed upper half plane such 
that 
(i) Jii // W(h) - I I/ = 0 
(ii) w*(h) 1wq - J < 0, Imh<O 
(iii) W*(X) jW(A) - J = 0, Imh =O, AeGw. 
Then W(h) E In, . 
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